
Richard Dyer’s Star Theory (notes taken from mediaknowall.com )

1.             Stars as Constructions

Stars are constructed, artificial images, even if they are represented as being "real people",
experiencing real emotions etc.  It helps if their image contains a USP — they can be copied
and/or parodied because of it. Their representation may be metonymic — Madonna's conical
bra in the early 1990s, Bono's 'Fly' sunglasses, Britney's belly.  Pop stars have the advantage
over film stars in that their constructed image may be much more consistent over a period of
time, and is not dependent on the films they choose as star vehicles.

Dyer proposes that
A star is an image not a real person that is constructed (as any other aspect of fiction is) out
of a range of materials (eg advertising, magazines etc as well as films [music])

2.             Industry and Audience

Stars are manufactured by the music industry to serve a purpose — to make money out of
audiences, who respond to various elements of a star persona by buying records and
becoming fans.  Stars are the cogs around which a plethora of record company gears find
themselves turning.  Record companies nurture and shape their stars — as the PopStars/Pop
Idol process has shown us.  They tend to manufacture what they think audiences want, hence
the 'photocopied' nature of many boy bands, teen bands etc.  However, there are whole
markets out there who are not convinced by the hype and don't want to spend their money on
blandness.  The record industry also has a duty to provide bands/artists who are perceived as
'real' (for 'real, maybe read 'ugly' or unpolished) for these audiences.  Stars can also be
created by this route.  Oasis perhaps?  Or U2, whose slow rise to stardom took a decade.  Pop
stars, whatever their nature, are quite clearly the product of their record company — and they
must be sold.
Dyer says
Stars are commodities produced and consumed on the strength of their meanings.

The music industry is well aware of the range of audiences it caters to, the perky pre-school
Tweenie fan to the ageing hippy, and it does its best to keep us all happy.  The industry
provides us with a range of commodities all with different meanings and significations.  Want
safe, clean sexuality and dreamy harmonies? — have Blue!  Want grungy 80s-retro guitars
and leather jackets? — have Black Rebel Motorcycle Club!

3.             Ideology & Culture

Stars represent shared cultural values and attitudes, and will promote a certain ideology.
Audience interest in these values enhances their 'star quality', and it is through conveying
beliefs ideas and opinions outside music that performers help create their star persona (Bono
again, Britney & virginity).  A star may initiate a fashion trend, with legions of fans copying
their hairstyle and clothing.  Stars initiate or benefit from cultural discourse, and create an
ongoing critical commentary — whether this is in the form of tabloid tattle or serious reviews.
Stars also provide us with a focal point for our own cultural thinking — particularly to do with
Youth & Sexuality.  Britney Spears has generated thousands of column inches of ideological
discussion since her debut — centring around the virgin/whore dialectic, mainly.


